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Giracoin Blockchain Projects
problems and opportunities

1.7 Billion Adults without
Bank Access
almost two billion people worldwide do not
have a bank account or access to a financial
institution via a mobile phone, or any other
device.

Blockchain Advantage

Cryptocurrencies allow the people  to easily
take part in the fin-tech revolution with very
basic access to the internet, which is all that is
needed to send and receive Cryptocurrencys.
And for some, the internet is not even required
since paper wallets are an option.

unsecure Data Storage
The recent increase in reported incidents of surveil-lance

and security breaches compromising users’ privacy call

intoquestion the current model, in which third-parties

collect and con-trol massive amounts of personal data.

Blockchain Advantage
Blockchain technology has been one of the major
technological breakthroughs of this century.
Bitcoin, the first Blockchain application, allows a
network of users to perform transactions without
requiring the trust of anyone on the network, or a
third party. Everything is encrypted, and nobody
can tamper with the Blockchain without everyone
else noticing immediately.

Trust and Transparency

Concerns over a lack of transparency in spend have
long plagued the global  industry. For the  industry,
this is where blockchain technology can really help to
solve these very issues.

Blockchain Advantage

In a blockchain, once a transaction is validated
through a consensus process, it is also committed to
all ledgers in the network.

The Solution
Giracoin Hybrid Decentralized Private Blockchain builds a complete Ecosystem

Wallet Systems
software program that stores private and public keys and
interacts with various blockchain to enable users to send
and receive digital currency and monitor their balance

Smartcontracts
a computer protocol intended to digitally facilitate, verify,
or enforce the negotiation or performance of a contract 

Decentralized Mining/Hosting
with Swiss Alps Mining we have allready build a
decentralized Mining/Hosting infrastructure for private
Blockchain Solutions

Swiss Technology for the World
Globally, about 1.7 billion adults remain unbanked —  without an account at a financial institution or through a mobile money provider.  In 2014 that number was
2 billion. We will help to provide access to a financing system to much more peoble in the world trough our blockchain eco system and we will decrease this
number significantly and provide a cheap, fast and easy accessible solution. Currently our Focus is on Africa where we are in close contact with different
governments and we are working on public private partnership with them. Stay tuned.

Roadmap

Roadmap for Giracoin Projects

Competitive Advantages

Own Hybrid Blockchain
Our programmers are able to write a smart
contracts that are able to exchange data back
and forth between the public and private parts
of our hybrid blockchain.
Smart Contracts are a central component to
next-generation blockchain platforms.

Own decentralized Hosting
With SAM we have our own decentralized
Hosting Network in Switzerland. This
guarantees a secure and stable Blockchain also
for private uses. 

All Inhouse
We can provide full Inhouse Blockchain
Ecosystems. From Development of  Blockchain,
to Wallets, Exchanges and decentralized
Hosting - everything from one source!

Network
With over 260`000 Users and Offices in
different International Countrys we have a
Worldwide Network.

Swiss Quality
Founded in 1987 Tramac SA is active for over
30 Years in the IT Industry. Quality and
precision are fundamental elements of our
work.

Exclusive Partnership
Thanks to our strong contacts to Governments
and decision makers we have important and
exclusive Partnerships Worldwide.

Market Validation & Traction
Giracoin Blockchain Projects are currently concentrating on africa markets. The prospects of free movement of people, goods and services across the
continent is reason in itself to look toward Africa as a vital investment destination. Outside of the so-called 'macro' issues the major cause for interest
on the continent arises from tech. Africa is the second-largest and second most populous continent on earth with an estimated population of 1.2 billion
people. 

1.2 Billion
Africa Population

Over 60%
Unbanked People in Africa

Over 80%
Peoble with access to a mobile Phone

The Vision
We want to connect Millions of Peoble to a financial system trough Blockchain Technology by using their Mobilephones. Further we will setup different
Smartcontract Solutions to different daily usecases. Giracoin Blockchain will be used as Motherchain for this Solutions.

Giracoin for Africa
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